BLUE-BOT Frequently Asked Questions
What is the distance of one unit of Blue-Bot?
One unit is equal to 6 inches, 15 centimeters, of 1 length of the Blue-Bot.
How many commands can Blue Bot hold?
The Blue-Bot can hold up to 40 commands at one time.
How do I clear the Blue-Bots memory?
If you are using the buttons on board select the X key to clear what ever commands have been entered into the BeeBot.
If you are using Terrapin Logo software type bluebot.clear in the listener window.
How Do I Charge the Blue-Bot?
Note: The robots need to be charged before ﬁrst use.
Make sure the Bee-Bot is turned oﬀ. The Bee-Bot will not charge if the power and sound are on. The power switch and
the sound switch are located underneath the robot. Turn both oﬀ when charging or when storing the robot.
The Blue-Bot can be charged using a USB cable connected to USB charging plug or connected to a USB port on a
laptop or desktop.
1) Insert the USB cable into the charging socket located on the underside of the bot.
2) Connect the other end to a spare USB port on a desktop, laptop or a USB charging plug.
3) If you have the Docking Station or Six-Bot USB charger, then place the Blue-Bots into the docking station and
connect the power cable.
4) One eye will light up GREEN to show that the battery is charging.
6) The GREEN light turns OFF when it is fully charged.
My Blue-Bot won't charge
1.Make sure the Blue-Bot is turned oﬀ before charging. The Blue-Bot will not charge if the power switch and sound
switch are on. The power and sound switch are located underneath the robot. Turn both oﬀ when charging or when
storing.
2. Try disconnecting and then carefully re-connecting the battery. Often this can correct a usage interruption. If that
does now work try switching batteries with a Bee-Bot that doesn't have a charging issue.
To disconnect and re-connect or switch a battery do the following Open the battery compartment by
unscrewing the screw (which has a special design to conform to European regulations–you just need to ﬁnd a tool
that works, perhaps an allen wrench or the blunt tip of a pair of scissors). The screw is triangular and is on the square
panel on the bottom of the Bot. Disconnect the battery and then reconnect it. If that does not work try switching the
battery with one from a Bee-Bot is charging. This will determine if the problem is with the battery or the Blue-Bot.
Troubleshooting Tests:
These simple and quick troubleshooting tests as listed above when done by the customer (or their eager and helpful
students) usually solve Bee-Bot movement and battery issues.

Care and Feeding of your Blue-Bot
1) It is best to use the Blue-Bot on the ﬂoor. Using them on a table is not recommended as they may run oﬀ the edge
and fall oﬀ which can possibly damage the bot. For example, a soldered wire could break or come loose.
2) Do not push the Blue-Bot once the go button has been selected. Pushing the Blue-Bot while it is executing a
program can strip the gears, or jam the wheels. The robots are an amazingly eﬀective tool which develops and
strengthens the students' logical thinking abilities by their learning how to make the robot move on its own. They are
not designed to be used as a race car or a toy.
3)Please review the How Do I charge the Bee-Bot section on this page.
What is the best way to maximize the Battery Life?
Battery life depends on how the batteries are handled. Their life can be reduced by both over-charging and undercharging. Blue-Bot batteries are lithium ion batteries and in general should be treated similar to cell phone batteries.
You should put a full charge on a battery and then use the device until the battery has run out and then charge it
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again. That will give you the longest life (just like your cell phone). The batteries should not just be left charging for
days, for example.The robots should not be left on the charger between sessions. NOTE: Charge the robot prior
to the very ﬁrst time using it. The robots should not be left on the charger between sessions.
Does My Blue-Bot Have a Warranty?
Yes it does. Terrapin (aka Bee-Bot.us), is the oﬃcial U.S. distributor of Blue-Bots and not the manufacturer.
The manufacturer warranties Blue-Bots to be free of manufacturing defects for up to a year from purchase.
Manufacturing defects do not include user errors or damages, which can occur if the robots and their batteries are
not properly cared for. Manufacturing defects typically show up almost immediately, not after a long period of use.
For quickest resolution of any issue or problem you experience with a product you purchased from Terrapin, please
click the following link https://www.bee-bot.us/forms/rma.html and ﬁll out the troubleshooting form . This form
provides the information we need to both contact and help you, and activates any available product warranty.
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